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What is MyTutor? 

My Tutor is an on line tuition platform, trusted by 750+ schools. In the last seven years, we have provided 1:1 

tuition to tens of thousands of students across the country, matching them with subject specialist tutors from 

top UK universities to reinforce classwork, fill learning gaps, and achieve their grades. 

Last autumn, we became an approved Tuition Partner for the National Tutoring Programme and launched our 3:1 

small group tuition. Since then we've delivered over 30,000 3:1 tuition lessons to disadvantaged pupils - the 

largest number among all tuition providers. 

Who is it for? 

KS3, KS4 and A-Level students who: 

Have significant learning gaps in core subjects 

e Are in danger of missing their target grades 

• Need a confidence boost

How do MyTutor lessons work? 

• You choose the session subject, and the best time and day to deliver the lesson to your pupils. Let

us know their exam board, and any key learning gaps.

+ Students are matched with one of our tutors based on their needs and requirements. Our tutors

are friendly, near-peer role models studying at top UK universities. They all have recent exam

experience and top grades in the subject they teach.

Students log on to the platform each week, individually (1:1) or (3:1), and have a 55-min long live

lesson with their tutor.

How does the NTP work? 

You can decide the number of pupils you'd like to receive 3:1 tuition in core subjects, and what 

subject they need support with. We recommend selecting between 30 and 90 pupils. 

• The NTP will subsidise 70% of the tuition cost, you'll only need to cover the remaining 30% from

your existing budget.

e The NTP scheme is only for KS3 and KS4 students, but we can also support A-Level students and 

pupils who need more personalised attention with 1:1 tuition. 
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What tuition can I get through MyTutor'? 

3:1 tuition (NTP) 1:1 tuition 

Recommended for Pupil Premium 
students who do well in small groups 

A Highly personalised, ideal for pupils who 
I would benefit from individual support 

♦ NTP subsidised (70%)

15-week blocks of lessons

A Can be funded by School-Led grant 

� 10-20 week programmes 

+ Limited to one subject per student

What impact can you expect to see'? 

Our vearlv Impact Report consistently finds that, 
on average, My Tutor pupils make: 

e 1 whole grade of progress after 10 sessions 

A 2.5x the progress of their peers 

How much does it cost'? 

1:1 tuition pricing 

Number of students Price per session 

A More flexible 

Without MyTutor 

10 -19 £27 
NTP 3:1 tuition pricing 

20-29 £25 Cost per 3:1 block with subsidy 

30+ £23 £216 (£720 pre-subsidy) 

Most popular package 

With MyTutor 

Cost per pupil with subsidy 

£72 (£240 pre-subsidy) 

A common programme includes a mix of3:1 subsidised tuition for 60 students (15 lessons) and 1:1 tuition for 30 
students (10 lessons) to allow for more flexibility and personalised attention 

3:1 tuition (60 students) 1:1 tuition (30 students) 

£4320 £6900 

Note: Prices exclude VAT 

Next steps 

C) Let us know the number of pupils you want to support, and when you want to start

(!) We'll send you a contract and to sign online via DocuSign 

Total cost 

£11220 

(D We'll kick off the onboarding process, and aim to get your programme set up in 3 weeks! You will be
assigned your dedicated Relationship Manager to help you at every step of the way 
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